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CUTTINg TOOL

Field of the Invention

The invention resides in the field of cutting tools for use

in cutting various shapes in workpieces, and where the cutting

inserts or bits need to be changed or adjusted as the work

progresses

•

objects of the Invention

A main object of the invention is to provide a cutting tool

of the foregoing character having the following features and

advantages

:

1. The cutter inserts can be quickly and easily changed or

adjusted,

2. The changing and adjusting of the cutter inserts can be

made without removing the tool from the holder, in the milling

machine in which it is mounted. The cutter insert can be

changed, without affecting the holder in which it is held, or

without affecting the positioning of the cutter insert for

continuing a particular cutting operation.
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3. The tool has internal or built-in adjusting means, and

gripping means; the gripping means can be loosened and

adjustments made, and the gripping means again tightened without

requiring replacement of any of the components,

4. The cutting tool can be used in a standard boring

machine, in substitution for a standard tool cutter.

5. The cutting tool is made up of a single shank, with

all other elements either incorporated in or mounted on the shank

itself.

Brief Description of the individual Figures of the Drawings

Fig. 1 is a side view of the cutting tool in a holder or

chuck, the latter being shown in phantom lines.

Fig. 2 is a side view of a machine with the tool of the

invention mounted therein.

Fig. 3 is a side view of the tool, from the side opposite

that of Fig. 1.

Fig. 4 is a bottom view of Fig. 1.

Fig. 5 is a sectional view taken at line 5—5 of Fig. 1.
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Fig. 6 is an exploded view of the elements of the cutting

tool, other than the shank, detached from the shank.

Fig. 7 is a perspective view of the insert holder from the

side opposite that of Fig. 6.

Fig. 8 is a view of the cutting tool in association with a

workpiece showing the cutter insert in a first position.

Fig. 9 is a view similar to Fig. 8 but showing a different

kind of cut being made in a workpiece, with the cutter bit in -

corresponding and different position.

Fig. 10 is a view similar to Figs. 8 and 9 showing still a

different cutting shape being cut in a workpiece.

Fig. 11 is perspective view of another form of cutter insert

in association with a workpiece.

Fig. 12 is a diagrammatic illustration of different

positions in which the cutter bit can be placed, throughout a

wide range.
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Det;aUaq Pescriptjoyi of tfte Prawjnqg

Referring in detail to the drawings, and particularly Figs.

1-4, the cutting tool of the invention is shown in its entirety

at 16, mounted in a holder or chuck 18, of known kind, which is

mounted in a boring machine 20, also of known kind. The boring

machine has a bed 21 on which is positioned a workpiece 23 in

which a cutting operation is to be performed. The workpiece will

be referred to later in connection with the types of cutting

operations that the cutting tool performs.

The cutting tool 16 includes a cylindrical shank 25 having

one or more flats 26 for securing the tool in the holder.

The characteristic features of the cutting tool of the

invention are contained in the shank at the lower portion

thereof, indicated at 28. This portion of the shank is shaped to

accommodate components or elements indicated in their entirety at

30 in Figs. 5 and 6 and shown in varying degrees in Figs. 1, 3-5.

The lower end of the shank is cut on a diametrical plane 29

forming a jaw 31 having a radially directed face 33, and forming

a notch 34 in which certain of the components 30 are mounted as

described hereinbelow. The jaw is provided with a tapped hole

36, perpendicular to the face 33 for receiving a screw 38 (Fig.

5) for mounting the components positioned in the notch 34.

Above the notch 34, and perpendicular to the face 33 is a

diametrical hole 37 in which are mounted others of the components

of the device as described below.

The components 30 in Fig. 6 include an insert holder 39,
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which itself includes a body 40 having an end extension 42, and

having an inner face 43 . The insert holder is provided with a

central hole 44, and a tapped hole 45 in the extension 42. The

inner face 43 includes a notch or recess 46, and additionally, a

hole 47 in which a locking pin 48 is fixedly fitted in place, for

functioning in the locking effect as referred to below.

Among the components 30 of Pig. 6, is also a carbide insert

49 having a central hole 50. This insert is the immediate

element performing the cutting operation.

The components 30 of Pig. 6 include a main gear 52, which t*:'y

may be of brass, and of less than full circular shape, having

flat edges 53, and is provided with a central hole 54 and an.

eccentric recess 55.

The components of Fig. 6 are mounted in the notch 34, the

gear 52 being fitted against the flat face 33, and the insert

holder 39 fitted to the gear. The screw 38 is fitted through the

holes 44, 54, and threaded into the tapped hole 36 clamping the

gear 52 between the insert holder and the jaw 31, in secure

position.

The carbide insert 49 (Fig. 6) is fitted in the recess 46,

and held therein by a screw 59, fitted through the hole. 50 and

threaded into the tapped hole 45. This clamping action holds the

insert in proper position, aided by the side edge of the recess

46. The insert holder and the carbide insert, together may be

referred to as a bit, for convenience, particularly in the

claims.
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Above the notch 34 (Fig. 5), in the hole 37, is a pin 61

having a main large portion 60, and a reduced inner terminal end

62. The pin has a head 64 positioned in a countersunk hole 65 in

the shank. The head serves as a visual dial member, having a

dial face 66 see also (Fig. 3) on its outer surface. The head 62

has a central socket 68 , e.g. of hex shape, for receiving a

wrench for turning the pin.

Mounted on the pin 61 is a pinion gear 69, in mesh with the

main gear 52, the pin 61 being held in position by a C-ring

washer 71 received in a socket 72 formed in the shank. The ^

pinion gear 69 is secured to the pin for rotation therewith.

In the beginning of a cutting operation, a carbide insert 49 '

is selected according to the nature of the work to be performed.

This insert is then secured to the insert holder 39 in the manner

set out above. Then the screw 50 is inserted in the holei 45, and

the gear 52 fitted on the screw. This assembly of components is

then fitted to the flat face 33 of the jaw 31, and the screw

tightened. This then secures the assembly all in proper

immovable position. The screws 56, 59 may be provided with

desired kerfs for receiving a suitable wrench.

In. assembling the components as just described, the main

gear 52 is fitted in position with the flat edge 53 thereof in

register with the lower edge of the holder 39. The pin 61, when

the lower assembly is not in position, is freely rotatable, and

for the original assembly, preferably that pin is positioned with

the dial 66 in a zero position. Then the components of Fig. 6
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are put in place and in this step the main gear is meshed with

the pinion gear in the zero position of the dial. Then the screw

38 is tightened and all elements are held tight in such position,

the main gear being gripped between the bit holder and the jaw 31

as referred to. The locking pin 48 is fixedly fitted in the hole

47, with an inner end portion 48a of the pin extended through the

inner face 43 (see Pigs, 6 and 4) and fitted into the hole 55 in

the main gear. This locks the insert holder 40 for rotation with

the main gear 52.

In such a beginning step, assumed for convenience, the

holder 39 would be in a position generally perpendicular to the W
shank (Figs. 1, 3). Figs. 8-11 show different kinds of cuttings ??

to be made in a workpiece 22. The workpiece identified above is

shown in these figures, with respective postscripts 23a, 23fe,

23£, 23£. Referring first to Fig. 8, the workpiece 23a is to be

provided with an undercut bore 74 and for this cutting, the

cutting tool 16 is shown corresponding to Fig. 3, where the

insert 49 cuts upwardly against a surface 75. Fig. 9 shows

another shape of bore to be formed in the workpiece 23fe. The

bore in this case is indicated at 76, having an upper counterbore

and a diagonal shoulder 77. To form such a counterbore, the

insert holder 39 is moved to a diagonal position, extending

radially outwardly and axially downwardly. This adjustment of

the insert is made by loosening the clamping screw 38 (Figs • 5,

6) and then turning the pin 61 to turn the pinion 69 and thereby

turn the main gear 52 to put the insert 49 in the desired
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position of Fig. 9. The exact positioning of the insert is

indicated by the dial 66 (Pig/ 3) and when the desired setting is

made, the clamping screw 56 (Pigs, 6, 4) is again tightened,

holding the insert holder and insert as desired. In fitting the

components together, the pin 48 in the holder 39 enters the

recess 55 in the main gear as referred to above.

Fig. 10 shows still another workpiece 23s in which a counter

cut is produced at 77, forming a generally downwardly diagonal

„ shoulder 78. The insert holder 39 is then adjusted to the

desired position to form the cutting at the angle of the shoulder

78 as shown, this exact setting being indicated again by the dial

66 (Fig. 3) as in the other cases, Figs. 8, 9, described above.

Fig. 11 represents the ease of utilizing any of a wide range

of carbide inserts. Iri this case a diamond shape insert 80 is

used, having a relatively pointed corner 81. In the case of

cutting a bore shaped as in Fig. 8, the desired cutting action is

only at the line 81, but the cylindrical shape of the bore at 74

chokes the space desired in the cutting action. To overcome this

objection, the insert 80 of Fig. 11 may be utilized, leaving a

space 83 between the adjacent edge of the insert and the

cylindrical shape of the bore, providing more free and accurate

movement of the insert.

Each insert 49 has a plurality of cutting edges 84 on its

periphery, and it may be mounted in different positions around an

internal central axis, on the insert holder, to present the

selected cutting edge for engagement with the workpiece. This
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positioning adds greatly to the selective positioning of the

insert holder for an infinite number of positions of the insert.

It will be seen that the adjustments can be made easily in

the cutting tool by simply loosening the clamping action of the

insert holder 39, then making the new adjustment by simply

rotating the pin 61 (Fig. 5) by a suitable key, and then again

clamping the insert holder. The cutting tool of the invention

consists entirely of the shank and the elements carried thereby.

No reliance is had between those elements and any fixed portion •

of the machine in which the device is incorporated, for

adjustments of the cutting tool.

Not only can an adjustment be made in the insert as just

described, but a replacement of the insert may be made in a

simple manner. For this step, the. insert 49 (Fig. 6) is simply

removed from the holder 39 and a different insert put in place.

This may be done without changing, or further adjusting, the

holder 39, rendering the step an extremely simple operation.

However, it may be desired to make a further adjustment, after

changing the insert, because of the nature of the replacement

insert for adapting to the desired new shape to be cut.

When an adjustment is made in the cutting tool, for the

purpose of making a different portion of a shape according to the

setting in the machine 20, such adjustment may be made without

disturbing or necessitating changes in the setting in the

machine. This is a great advantage, limiting the changes to the

elements in the cutting tool itself, without making any changes

9
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or adjustments in the machine.

Fig. 12 shows diagrammatically various positions the insert

49 can assume for making different kinds of cuts within a wide

range, by simple adjustments. Also, the inserts can be changed *r

by a simple operation, by merely removing the screw 59, manually

fitting the substitute insert in place, and replacing the screw

and tightening it,

(End of Descriptive Specification)
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CUTTING TOOL

claims

1. A cutting tool adapted to be mounted in a chuck having

a longitudinal rotational axis, comprising,

a shank mounted axially in the chuck and extending axially

therebeyond,

an insert holder having an inner end mounted on the extended »

end of the shank and extending radially beyond the shank, >
yy$

the insert holder being so mounted for swinging movement on

an axis extending transversely through the insert holder and the vv

shank, and

gear means carried entirely by the shank operably engaging

the insert holder, and having an element extending to the

exterior of the shank for manipulation by a user for swingably

adjusting the insert holder.

2. A cutting tool according to Claim 1 wherein,

the gear means includes a main gear counted to the insert

holder for movement therewith, and a pinion in mesh with the main

gear, and

the pinion is mounted on a diametrical shaft in the shank at

a position therein axially displaced beyond the chuck, and

thereby accessible to the user.

11
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3. A cutting tool according to Claim 2, wherein ,.

a visual dial is operably mounted on said shaft exteriorly

of the shank.

4. A cutting tool according to Claim 1 wherein,

the extended end of the shank has a notch forming a jaw

having a radially directed flat face,

an insert is mounted on the swinging end of the insert

holder, end

the insert is fitted to said flat face, with said main gear

gripped between the insert holder and said jaw.

5. A cutting tool according to Claim 4 wherein,

the insert is detachably mounted on the insert holder,

whereby to enable any of a plurality of inserts of different

cutting characteristics to be mounted on the insert holder.

6. A cutting tool qcpording to claim 1 for mounting in

such chuck that constitutes a part of a mjachine, wherein,

the cutting tool is entirely supported in and carried by the

chuck independently of emy o^her pkrt of t^toe machine..

12
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7. A cutting tool according to claim 6 wherein,

the cutting tool is constituted entirely by the shank and

the elements mounted on/in and carried by the shank, and

the shank is an integral, one-piece member.

8. A cutting tool according to claim 7 wherein,

all of the elements, other than the shank, are detachably so

mounted on/in the shank*

9. A cutting tool according to claim 1 for mounting in

such a chuck that constitutes part of a machine,

the machine is capable of rotating the cutting tool and

moving it transversely of said axis, wherein,

the insert has a cutting edge, and

the insert holder and the insert have means enabling

mounting to the insert with the cutting edge positioned radially

beyond the shank and directed in any direction through a range

from axially upwardly to axially downwardly.

10. A cutting tool according to claim 4 wherein,

the gear means includes,

a main gear detachably connected with the insert holder for

conjoint rotation about the transverse axis, and

a pinion gear rotatably mounted in the shank, in mesh with

13
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said main gear and having an element exposed to the exterior for

access thereto by a user.

li. A method of cutting a workpiece in a boring machine

having a bed for supporting the workpiece, and having a rotatable

chuck for carrying a cutting tool for cutting the workpiece,

comprising the steps,

providing a shank,

mounting a plurality of elements on the shank, the elements

including a cutting insert,

the elements being adjustable for selectively positioning

the insert for making correspondingly different kinds of cuts in

the workpiece, and

said plurality of elements being mounted exclusively on the

shank and constituting the sole means of adjustably positioning

the insert, to the exclusion of any of the parts of the boring

machine.

( End of Claims)
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